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Visit to Anglican Church of St. 
John the Divine Ghana 

 

 

Before the Palm Sunday procession, St. John the Divine, 
Nsawam 

 
 

Each Sunday at St. Faith’s, in the prayers of intercession at 
our parish Eucharist, we pray for Father Felix Annancy and 
the congregation in our link parish, St. John the Divine, in 
Nsawam, in the Diocese of Koforidua, Ghana. Similarly, they 
pray for us at the same time.  Many readers will remember 
Father Felix from the time when he visited Havant and 
preached at St. Faith’s last autumn. 

On 30
th

 March 2006 we travelled to Ghana with four other 
members of Havant Deanery IDWAL group (Inter-Diocesan 
West Africa Link) to spend a fortnight in Koforidua Diocese, 
with which our deanery has well-established links.  Whilst 
there, we spent two long-weekends visiting St. John the 
Divine in Nsawam. Our involvement was in response to 
Father David Gibbon’s invitation to extend the links 
between our two parishes, building on the relations 
established through his own friendship with Father Felix 
and reinforced by Pam Le Goaziou‘s visits.  This was our first 
trip to Ghana, indeed our first visit to sub-Saharan Africa, 
and it proved to be not only something of a culture shock 
but also a transforming experience.  Our three IDWAL 
colleagues from Denmead had been to Ghana several times 
before, for which we were thankful.  They knew the country 
and had well-established friendships, not only with their 

own link parish in Tafo, but also with the Bishop of 
Koforidua (the Rt. Rev. Francis Quashie), and many other 
Ghanaians.  

Formerly known as Gold Coast, Ghana lies on the coast of 
tropical West Africa, almost due south of London and hence 
in the same time zone as us.  A land of 19 million people 
similar in size to the U.K, it is an important exporter of gold, 
minerals, and agricultural produce - it produces half the 
world’s cocoa.  Trade with Europe goes back over 500 years.  
Elmina Castle, built by the Portuguese as a trading 
establishment in 1482, still stands incongruously among the 
palms on the coast.  Like 100 other coastal forts 
subsequently built by various European powers, it came to 
play an appalling role in the export of huge numbers of 
African slaves to the Americas until the early 1800s.  A 
British colony from the 1870s, Gold Coast became the 
independent Republic of Ghana in 1957.  English remains 
the official language, although for most Ghanaians it is their 
second language.  The major Christian churches - Anglican, 
Presbyterian, Methodist, Roman Catholic - now thoroughly 
African, have been well-established here for well over 100 
years.  

Although Ghana has experienced political upheaval and 
economic difficulties since independence, the marks of 
which are still evident in the sorry state of much of the 
infrastructure (e.g., seriously pot-holed streets and 
crumbling public buildings), it has been spared the chaos 
and bloodshed which have tragically beset nearby countries 
like Sierra Leone, Ivory Coast, and Liberia.  A multi-party 
democracy since 1992, Ghana has now enjoyed several 
years of stability and economic growth.  Free education is 
available to everyone up to 16 years of age, health provision 
is steadily improving, and a national insurance scheme has 
recently been introduced.  

The climate is hot - very hot: the perspiration drips off your 
nose even at 7am. For this reason, many Ghanaians, as we 
found, rise early and begin work while it’s still dark; also 
much of life takes place in the shade out of doors.  So the 
traveller has many opportunities to observe life as it is lived 
day to day in towns, villages, and countryside.  Although for 
most people life is lived at a simpler and more basic 
material level than in the U.K, and incomes are very much 
lower (a teacher may earn £30 a month), everywhere we 
went our impressions were of a well-fed, clean, healthy, 
educated, happy, good-natured and friendly people.  
Throughout the whole of our time in Ghana, only once did 
we hear a child cry or a parent shout – and that was a 
European family at the coast, we never saw a beggar, we 
never saw anyone drunk in public, and we never felt 
threatened.  In most places a European face is a rarity, and 
tourism is almost unknown, so visitors are spared the usual 
hassles; people are generally friendly and will often wave 
cheerfully.  Moreover, the Christian faith is very evident in 
Ghanaian life, sometimes in unexpected and even startling 
ways.  The small shops (often no more than wooden huts 
with their double-doors folded back to display their neatly-
arranged wares) and other enterprises that line the streets 
commonly have names like “Jesus Cares Grocery Store”, 
“God is Good Refrigeration Enterprises”, or “Hope in Christ 
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Beauty Salon”(our favourite!); and the large numbers of 
taxis, distinguishable everywhere by their yellow-painted 
wings, display biblical references and exhortations in their 
rear windows, e.g., “Romans 4, 7”, “Forgive your enemies”, 
“Trust in the Lord”. 

There is too much to tell here about our trip, the country, 
the people, the fellowship and friendship of our IDWAL 
colleagues and of the Ghanaian Christians we met – our 
diary runs to 150 sides.  Nsawam, an important town of 
over 50,000 people, though surrounded by quite attractive 
tropical countryside, is a battered looking, workaday place, 
lying on the busy main route from the north of the country 
(and Burkina Faso beyond), which passes through the 
middle of the town on its way to the coast.  Like many 
smaller towns we saw, most of its streets are unsurfaced - 
though some may have been surfaced once, and often 
deeply rutted by the heavy tropical rains, so that cars and 
pedestrians have to avoid the holes (and even the 
occasional missing manhole cover).  Everywhere, people are 
carrying things on their heads, from bags of flour or fruit to 
old-fashioned Singer sewing machines.  Little wooden shops 
and workshops line the streets, sometimes flanking 
crumbling stone, brick or concrete buildings.  Their down at 
heel surroundings only serve to highlight the cleanliness 
and neatness of the contents of these modest premises, 
many of whose inhabitants are members of Father Felix’s 
congregation.  

The freshly cream-painted, traditionally Anglican-looking 
church sits in a quiet, though fairly busy, pot-holed side 
street.  By its gate stands a neatly painted notice 
announcing “You are warmly welcome to worship with us”.  
The Anglican schools are adjacent to the church.  Like all 
Ghanaian schools, they are simply furnished and 
traditionally organised, with rows of unvarnished wooden 
desks.  Nevertheless, all the children appeared to be happy 
and enjoying their education, and the teachers seemed 
dedicated and good-humoured.  Education is highly valued 
all over Ghana, and the Anglican Church is actively involved.  
Father Felix took us to an outlying village, Marfokrom, 
where they are in the process of building an Anglican 
nursery school; however, they lack the money to complete 
it, and so we would like to try to raise funds to help this 
project.  

We were made to feel very welcome by Father Felix and the 
members of the church, several of whom we had an 
opportunity to meet.  St. John the Divine has a large 
congregation – there were 168 present on Palm Sunday and 
140 the previous week.  The services, held in a mixture of 
Twi and English (for our benefit), were a deeply spiritual 
experience.  The forms of worship were traditional 
Anglican, based on Hymns Ancient & Modern and the 
prayer book, but with a difference!  There was a high 
degree of participation from the congregation, who 
gathered in groups before each service for an hour’s Bible 
study.  The traditional A & M hymn tunes were provided by 
a band; this added rhythm to which people swayed as they 
sang.  The whole congregation (ourselves included) literally 
danced down the aisle to place their collection in a box.  
The Palm Sunday service, which lasted for four hours, was 

particularly memorable: the church had been beautifully 
decorated inside with palm branches, and we all paraded 
through the town waving palm fronds and singing in Twi.  
One word sums up our experience of Anglican worship in 
Ghana – JOY.  We hope to return next year. 
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With Father Felix at St. John the Divine’s daughter church, Church of the Holy Spirit, Nsawam 

Michael and Ann Fluck 

 

 

Visit to Ghana 
 

On 18
th

 November 2007 our Inter-Diocesan West 
Africa Link (IDWAL) link parish, the Anglican 
church of St. John the Divine in Nsawam, 
celebrated its 90

th
 anniversary.  As St. Faith’s 

IDWAL representatives, we travelled to Ghana in 
response to an invitation to represent our church 
at the celebrations.  This was our second visit in 
two years. 

There may be concerns about declining 
congregations in the UK, but West Africa is a 
centre of growth in the Anglican Church.  At a 
time of uncertainty in the world-wide Anglican 
Communion, IDWAL is an important channel of 
communication and friendship, providing oppor-
tunities for developing understanding between 

cultures and for sharing faith, encouraging mission, and for mutual support through prayer, correspondence 
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and personal contact.  IDWAL’s main priority isn’t financial support; but, due to the immense economic 
disparity between Ghana and the UK, Havant Deanery and several parishes in our diocese provide support for a 
number of Church and community projects. 

In both our visits to Ghana, we have been struck by the high profile of the Christian faith there.  Shops and 
businesses commonly take Christian slogans as their title - “God’s Way Hardware Store”, “Hope in Christ Beauty 
Salon”.  Taxis (the most common vehicles on the roads) and lorries generally display phrases like “My Lord is 
good”, “Trust in God”, “God is power”.  There is a plethora of churches, the most prominent being 
Presbyterian, Anglican, Methodist, and Roman Catholic.  A high proportion of schools are faith schools.  
Adjacent to St. John the Divine is an Anglican infant school, a junior school, and a secondary school; and we 
were taken to visit other Anglican schools within the parish and its ‘outstations’.  In collaboration with the 
Ghanaian government the Church is also involved in health care, e.g., building and supporting clinics in rural 
areas.  

At Easter 2006 we travelled with four other IDWAL representatives from churches in Havant Deanery.  That 
inspiring trip, described in the June 2006 issue of “Faith Matters” (still accessible on St. Faith’s website), gave 
us two weekends in Nsawam, separated by a week of IDWAL visits to other places in Kofuridua Diocese.  This 
time we travelled alone and were able to spend most of our twelve days getting to know the new priest Canon 
Seth, the people of St. John the Divine, the community served by the church, and something of life in this part 
of Africa.  We found real hospitality, friendship, and strong Christian faith; we were welcomed into people’s 
homes, and an interesting well-thought out itinerary was arranged for us.  We had a chance to renew old 
friendships, e.g., with the church warden Janette Wilson with whom we and Sandra Haggan have been 
corresponding, and to form new friendships, particularly with Nana Amonoo Smith, Chairman of the 
Anniversary Committee.  Janette and Nana are the representatives for whom we hope to arrange a visit to St. 
Faith’s in 2008.  

The highlight of this visit was the weekend of celebrations marking the 90
th

 Anniversary of St. John the Divine, 
founded in 1917 when an English expatriate together with sixteen Ghanaians were led by the Holy Spirit to 
establish an Anglican church in a large cocoa shed on the site of the present building.  The Anglican Church in 
Ghana traces its roots to the 19

th
 Century and the ‘Anglo-Catholic revival’.  This is evident in the ‘high-church’ 

feel of its services (lots of incense), but that has been combined with a strong commitment to evangelism and 
outreach.  This is especially evident in Nsawam, as reflected in the special souvenir 90

th
 Anniversary Service 

booklet:  The Bishop’s message emphasises that “there is only one way for salvation, and that is in the name of 
our Lord Jesus Christ.  The parish is therefore challenged to proclaim the name of Jesus in every nook and 
cranny of the parish, to lift high the cross of Christ and to make Him known at all times”.  Canon Seth’s message 
says, “Our vision is to reach out in tolerance and dedication.  We should not be an inward church, but try to 
preach the gospel to all and sundry.  St. John’s has been a true mother-church in the diocese, having given birth 
to Suhum, Kibi, and Adaeso, which are now sub-parishes.  St. John’s now has five outstations and our vision is to 
make these outstations parishes in a decade”   Likewise, in his Chairman’s message; Nana Smith asks “Have we 
been active in the church?  On Evangelism, I wish to urge you all to take it seriously.  Within the next ten years 
let us focus on winning souls for Christ, so that we could double our membership before we celebrate our 100

th
 

anniversary”. 

The Anniversary celebrations began in an atmosphere of joyful exuberance with a ‘parish picnic’ on Saturday.  
This turned out not to be a ‘picnic’ as we understand it but a 3-mile parade of two hundred church members 
through the town, complete with banners, brass band (think ‘New Orleans’ rather than ‘Salvation Army’ here), 
and marshals, and with everyone (ourselves included) kitted out in specially designed polo-shirts and baseball 
caps.  The occasion was very joyful and relaxed, to the extent that the whole procession ended up by dancing, 
rather than marching, through the streets despite the heat, before returning to the church for much-needed 
cold drinks.  

The Anniversary service on Sunday was not only an important 
event for St. John the Divine, but also for the Anglican Church.  
This was underlined by the participation of the recently retired 
Archbishop of West Africa (who delivered the sermon), the 
Bishop of Kofuridua, various canons, and a representative of 
the Government whose speech highlighted the importance of 
the Anglican Church in Ghana and its contribution to the life of 
the country.  Reporters and film crews from three TV channels 
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were present.  The service, in Twi and English, lasted 6½-hours(!) and was attended by over two hundred 
people of all ages (not all of whom could fit inside the church), dressed in traditional African robes made from 
a specially-designed fabric incorporating a picture of the church building – they had very kindly taken our 
measurements and made us robes too.  It was a most impressive and moving occasion that included: a solemn 
mass, with lots of incense; prayers; sermons; addresses; presentations of awards; a lot of music – mainly 
Hymns Ancient & Modern to familiar tunes but with a distinctly African rhythm which had everyone present 
(bishops included) swaying, dancing and waving handkerchiefs.  There were three separate collections, in which 
everyone – elderly people and young parents with babes in arms - danced rhythmically up the aisle to place 
their contributions in a large bowl before dancing back to their pews.  Following the celebration of Holy 
Communion, we were invited to address the congregation. We read the message that Father David had 
prepared, then presented a card and the gift of the thurible on behalf of St. Faiths; this was very well-received.  
Later, Canon Seth presented a number of awards to members of the congregation who had made particular 
contributions to the life of the church; these not only included medals, but also seven St. Faith’s mugs which 
we had taken out with us.  

The trip was a wonderful and transforming experience which has deepened our understanding of the Anglican 
faith as lived-out in Ghana, and which will assist in strengthening the link between St. Faith’s and St. John’s.  

 

In last month’s “Faith Matters” we described how in November 2007 we made our second visit to St. Faith’s 
West African link parish, St. John the Divine in Nsawam, Ghana.  The focus of that article was the nature of the 
IDWAL link and the remarkable weekend of celebrations marking the 90

th
 Anniversary of the church, at which 

we represented St. Faith’s.  We spent 12 days in Ghana, getting to know more about the country and about our 
link parish, thanks to the hospitality and friendship of members of St. John the Divine’s congregation and clergy 
(past and present).  During this time we were able to visit: Akosombo and the impressive Volta hydroelectric 
dam (courtesy of the hospitality of Fr. Felix and his wife – he also once again kindly made available his sister’s 
bungalow on the outskirts of Nsawam); the famous exotic Botanical Gardens in the hills at Aburi; Kumasi and 
the Kingdom of Ashanti; Kofuridua, the cathedral town for Nsawam’s diocese, where we had lunch with Bishop 
Francis; the area surrounding Nsawam, including the rural village of Marfokrom which we visited in 2006 and 
where contributions from members of St. Faiths have been helping to build an infant school; and Nsawam 
itself, where we had the pleasure of visiting several people’s homes, amongst others those of Canon Seth, 
Janette Wilson, and Nana Smith’s chicken farm.  We also visited several schools, where we met the children 
and their teachers.  We recorded our experiences and impressions in a diary (132 pages!), and we would like to 
present one or two extracts here, especially concerning our latest visit to Marfokrom, to try to share something 
of the feel of Ghana as we experienced it. 

Wed 14 Nov.  (Yesterday Fr. Seth suggested that we might like to revisit Marfokrom, a village ‘outstation’ of St. 
John the Divine about 7 miles from Nsawam – we readily agreed since it would enable us to report back on the 
progress of the school).  We’re up at 6.30am, it’s already hot.  The water’s still off, so we rely on a single 
bucketful from the bin in the corridor – you really can ‘bathe’ with two cupfuls.  An orange and a cup of black 
tea for breakfast.  Nana, affable and well-organised as always, comes with his van, as arranged, at 8.30am to 
drive us into town.  At the church we meet up with the jovial Fr. Seth (up at 5.00am each day to conduct a 
Communion service at 5.30am throughout the week), who introduces us to a serious but friendly man called 
Emmanuel.  He’s the ‘catechist’ (lay-reader) with responsibility for Marfokrom, who provides a regular church 
presence there and goes every Sunday to preach and conduct services.  Fr. Seth (who, we discover, has been a 
missionary in Cameroon and in Gabon) is keen to avoid the villagers solely associating the ‘church’ with the 
priest – both on grounds of principle and because he can’t physically be present at all the outstations each 
Sunday.  He insists on the need to take the church to the people and encourage them to make it their own.  
Seth has such energy, intelligence, humanity, good humour, and faith, we really warm to this man. 

Fr. Seth drives us and Emmanuel in his car.  It’s a long dusty road, unsurfaced in many places, the compacted 
earth surface deeply rutted by tropical rains; we bounce and swerve around the potholes.  Either side of it we 
see long grass, maize, cassava bushes, plantain and banana trees, and several extremely tall trees that look like 
isolated relics of the rain-forest hereabouts.  We pass villages of unkempt mud-brick shacks on bare beaten red 
earth, people sitting in the shade, others carrying tools, dogs, goats and the odd chicken ambling across the 
road.  Then, in the open country, we see in front of us a huge snake coiled up apparently sleeping in the middle 
of the road, a python Fr. Seth says, and we get him to stop so we can get out and take a photo. 

We reach Marfokrom (known informally as ‘Marf’), a large village with an Anglican Nursery School (4-6 years), 
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Anglican Primary School (7-11 years), and Government Junior Secondary School (12-15 years).  These are 
located on three sides of a huge field belonging to the Anglican Church.  In 2006 we visited this village with Fr. 
Felix on a Sunday afternoon and were able to meet some of the families.  This time we go straight to the 
schools.  Nearest to the road is the nursery and we’re immediately struck by the dramatic change in its 
appearance. 

In 2006:  It comprised a decrepit looking concrete-block building which the church had been given for the 
purpose.  With the aid of donations, they had managed to put a new corrugated iron roof on this to keep out 
the torrential rain, and had started building the walls of a new replacement building around the old one whilst 
continuing to use it; but there was still a lot of work to be done. 

In 2007:  The new walls are now complete – though the building is still a shell, there’s a fine new corrugated 
iron roof gleaming in the sun and supported by strong new timbers; the old structure, around which this one 
has been constructed, has now been removed.  Two things immediately strike us, though:  (1) it’s much taller 
than the neighbouring primary and secondary school buildings – it’s lofty, almost stately; (2) the eastern end is 
curved like the apse of a church.  Later, it emerges that the building is actually intended to be a church for the 
village, doubling up as a nursery school on weekdays with the altar curtained off in the apse.  Fr. Seth is 
extremely keen on this dual use and provides an eloquent rationale for it. 

We’re told that there are about 240 4 to 6-year olds registered at this nursery school, though not all of them 
attend everyday (fortunately).  Fr. Seth is insistent that enrolment should not be confined to Anglican families – 
the village needs a nursery school, and the Anglican Church needs to reach out to people and spread God’s 
message.  The different Christian denominations have very good relations with each other here, and their 
clergy are in regular contact with each other. 

As we approach, the headmistress comes out to 
greet us and invites us inside to meet the staff and children.  The building consists of a single room, about sixty 
feet by thirty.  The floor is bare concrete, with a rough foot-wide line stretching the whole length where the 
wall of the old building once stood.  There are about 70 little children sitting on simply-made plain rectangular 
wooden stools.  Apparently they’re expected to bring their own stools, and at lunch-time we noticed several 
children carrying theirs home across the field on their heads.  They also have to provide their own exercise 
books and pencils, paid for by their families.  They’re mostly wearing the blue uniform that distinguishes all 
Anglican schools in Ghana.  They look clean and happy, though a little hesitant and overawed at having visitors 
(a white person, ‘abruni’, is a rarity in this part of the world and often the subject of amiable curiosity).  Fr. Seth 
addresses the children in Twi, explaining who we are and introducing us, and we greet them.  They then crowd 
round to shake our hands, smiling.  There are about three staff. 

We’re struck by the bareness of the room.  There’s a worn-looking blackboard on the end wall with some very 
neatly drawn letters in chalk.  Children are taught English from an early age, although the normal language of 
everyday communication everywhere in this part of Ghana, including Nsawam and services in St. John the 
Divine, is Twi (pronounced ‘ch-wee’).  Leaning against another wall is a worn-out sheet of plywood that had 
once been a blackboard.  In the nursery (really ‘infant’) school, we’re told, there’s a shortage of basic teaching 
aids and materials.  The headteacher is keen to show us their small selection of brightly coloured visual aid 
sheets, e.g., concerning number, counting, vocabulary, on embossed plastic sheets; they only have a battered 
old cardboard box in which to store these.  They would be really grateful for anything we might be able to 
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provide in the form of suitable posters, for instance the kind of thing sometimes given away free with 
newspapers here.  If anyone at St. Faith’s has anything of the kind we could post these to Fr. Seth.  In terms of 
the building, they need to raise money for a proper floor.  They also want eventually to provide some means of 
dividing up the room-space into classroom areas during the week, e.g., by movable screens or display stands. 

In the past, members of St. Faith’s have raised money to support the construction of this nursery school.  We 
would very much like to raise further money this year, both for this project and for supporting the proposed 
visit by Janette and Nana next July as representatives of St. John the Divine. 

With the editor’s permission, we would like to 
describe more of our experiences with our fellow Anglicans in Ghana in the next issue of “Faith Matters”. 

The photograph shows Fr. David wearing a chasuble in fabric designed for last November’s 90
th

 Anniversary 
celebrations of the church of St. John the Divine in Nsawam, St. Faith’s Inter-Diocesan West Africa Link (IDWAL) 

link parish.  As mentioned last month, IDWAL 
provides an important channel for communication and friendship, understanding between cultures, sharing 
faith, encouraging mission, and mutual support through prayer, correspondence and personal contact.  Its main 
priority isn’t financial support; but, given the economic disparity between Ghana and Britain, several parishes 
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in Portsmouth Diocese provide support for Church and community projects.  

Havant Deanery has links with Kofuridua Diocese, in which Nsawam lies, and churches in our area have agreed 
to support three projects initiated by that diocese. The first concerns Bishop Francis’ desire to establish a fund 
so a bank account can be opened to allow clergy and lay-workers to be paid through their banks, rather than by 
cash in-hand.  Clergy, who typically earn £20-£30 a month, often have long difficult journeys to reach Kofuridua 
from outlying areas - up to 36 hours, only to find sometimes that the cash isn’t available.  The second project 
concerns the purchase, and secure housing, of equipment for processing palm-nuts on a small plantation 
bought by the diocese some years ago to provide an income to support the church’s work (palm oil is the staple 
cooking oil in Ghana); we had an opportunity to visit this in 2006.  The third project concerns the building of 
diocesan offices and other facilities on a large plot of land given to the diocese outside Kofuridua; the aim is 
also to provide affordable housing and small-holdings here.  Currently, the diocese pays an extremely high rent 
for the top floor of a shabby block in the centre of Kofuridua; hence a lot of money could be saved.  Last 
November we spent a day in Kofuridua, where we met up with Bishop Francis and had an opportunity to 
discuss these projects.  We would like to share some extracts from our diary relating to that day.   

 

Thursday November 15
th

 2008 

“Canon Seth needs to go to Kofuridua to see Bishop Francis about the Anniversary.  He’s invited us to 
accompany him since the bishop would like to see us:  it’s about an hour’s drive.  Seth, smiling, collects us in his 
car about 10.00am, the fan-belt squealing spasmodically.  He’s been up since 5.00am (there’s a daily 
communion service at 5.30am).  Leaving Nsawam, we pass through the neighbouring township which is a 
‘tribal area’.  They’re preparing for the funeral of the chief.  He died 6 months ago, and his family have been 
quarrelling about the succession.  It’s feared there could be violence there this weekend; that’s why St. John’s 
anniversary procession won’t start from the church’s outstation here, the little Church of the Holy Spirit we 
visited with Fr. Felix last year.  We pass Nsawam Cannery, formerly the largest employer in Nsawam, employing 
several hundred people, but now sadly closed.  The focus of a long-running legal dispute, it was government-
owned, but then passed into the ownership of a minister’s wife, according to the newspapers; now the 
machinery’s been removed.  The road surface improves.  We pass huge heavily-laden lorries, the ubiquitous 
orange-winged taxis, tro-tros (minibus vans), and pedestrians carrying loads on their heads – including a stately 
young woman balancing a single book.  People stare, curious, as we pass. 

“Seth is easy to talk to and very frank, combining gravity, joviality, and good-humour.  We hear about his family, 
his experiences as a curate near Hull, and (impressively) his time as a missionary in the French-speaking African 
countries Cameroon and Gabon.  The French Catholic church was hostile to Anglicans, but he started with 
three priests and there were 24 by the time he left.  As a chief’s son, he understands the importance of the 
Church respecting local customs (e.g., in one place no noise during July) if it is to succeed.  We talk of prayer, 
and God’s use of us as individuals:  Seth’s last prayer each night is “use me, Lord”.  

“Reaching Kofuridua, we go straight to the Bishop’s residence, a pleasant airy house outside town.  He’s not 
there and, while Seth tries to ‘phone him, his teen-aged sons bring us tea on the shady veranda.  It’s very 
tranquil, and over the wall we see distant trees in the huge plot of land intended for the diocesan project 
[outlined above].  At last we drive into town.  Kofuridua is the bustling capital of Eastern Region; the streets are 
better paved than Nsawam’s and altogether neater, but there’s the same plethora of small wooden huts 
housing shops and stalls at the foot of two - and three-storey buildings, several of which look like decaying 
colonial relics.   

“We reach the scruffy four-storey concrete edifice housing the diocesan offices on the top floor.  In the pot-
holed car-park are wooden hut-shops of various kinds, dogs, children, and adults standing, sitting on benches 
or carrying things on their heads.  We climb the dark concrete stairway to the top, where we’re greeted 
amicably by diocesan staff and shown through to Bishop Francis’ modest office.  He’s seated behind his busy-
looking desk, a serious, quietly spoken, friendly figure in his white Episcopal cassock and sash, purple skull-cap 
and red and white bead cross (from Kenya).  He looks pre-occupied and tired, but rises to greet us politely and 
warmly.  We chat about Nsawam and our hopes for St. Faith’s IDWAL link, about our follow-up visit to the 
school in Marfokrom [described last month], then about Havant Deanery’s support for his diocesan projects, 
and about his vision for these.  He explains how he’s concerned to get people on board so that they won’t just 
be seen as ‘the bishop’s projects’.  

“Then it’s time for lunch at a nearby restaurant, for which we’re joined by two visiting English canons.  We 
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must present a strange spectacle filing through the crowded mid-day street: a bishop in his robes, a clergyman 
in dog-collar, a white woman in a Ghanaian dress, two English clerics in knobbly-knee shorts, and me bringing 
up the rear.  The bishop moves with gentle, solemn dignity through this incongruous scene.  At the restaurant 
the canons play it safe with soup and scrambled egg, but I’m feeling adventurous and opt for ‘foufou and grass-
cutter’ – a large wild rodent the size of a cat.  Seth seems surprised and delighted at my choice and opts for 
‘banku’ and fish.  Both dishes are eaten Ghanaian-style with the fingers (right hand only!), each diner receiving 
a large glass bowl of warm water and a squeezy bottle of soap to wash with.  Foufou is a large ball of paste, 
prepared by pounding casava root with a wooden post for a long time.  It’s served in a bowl of spicy chilli and 
tomato soup, which also contains the meat (or fish).  Ghanaians love it.  The grass-cutter tastes a bit like gamey 
rabbit, but with overtones of dry grass (!) - I suddenly wonder if I shall live to regret my choice, but I don’t.  It’s 
an enjoyable meal.  Despite the bishop’s protestations, we and the English canons insist on paying – the total 
for six of us comes to £12 including drinks.  

“After lunch, we have our photo taken with the 
bishop.  Then we go to meet his wife, Mary, who is going to show us the famous open-air market, where we 
aim to buy jewellery to sell to raise funds for Janette and Nana’s visit, and for the school in Marfokrom.  Driving 
through the crowded streets, we stop outside her small wooden hardware store, its wares decoratively 
arranged outside – spades, pick-axes, buckets, spanners, etc.  She comes to meet us, a pleasant determined-
looking woman.  When we reach the market, most stalls are packing up, but a couple, including a large 
jewellery stall, are still open.  An enormous range of necklaces and other items is on display.  Many beads are 
made by melting crushed glass, a traditional local craft– frosted greenish, bluish, yellowish, or clear; others are 
painted with minute patterns.  Seth says smilingly ‘leave this to us, which ones do you want?’  There’s so much 
choice, it takes an age as we choose, asking prices as we go, Seth and Mary arguing amicably but firmly in Twi 
with the smiling, rather bemused proprietors.  Finally, we’re done.  

“It’s getting dark as we set off back to Nsawam.  Then, on the trunk road linking the coast to the northern 
border we meet a huge traffic jam.  Seth is frustrated since he still has several people to see – he calls them on 
his mobile as we sit stationary in the darkness behind an enormous lorry.  A police Land-Rover with flashing 
blue lights passes.  We never do discover what the hold-up was, but at the back of my mind is Seth’s earlier 
comment about the trouble in the tribal area.  We finally get back at 7.30pm, though it seems much later.  
Canon Seth, who’s been up since 5.00am, still has people to see”. 

There is still much to tell about our memorable visit to Nsawam, and the hospitality, friendship, and faith we 
found there.  We pray that it may be possible this year for Nana and Janette to visit St. Faith’s.  With the 
editor’s permission, in another article we’d like to share something of the contact we had with them and others 
during our visit, including two days spent in the Kingdom of Ashante the historical heart of Ghana. 

Mike and Ann Fluck 

 


